How WGM Group’s water division incorporated
Water Sage into their daily routine to improve
efficiency and client satisfaction

WGM Group is a community-centered Montana consulting firm offering
comprehensive civil engineering, land-use planning, survey, environmental and
water resource consulting services. Russ Radliff is a Water Resource Specialist
with WGM Group and a power user of Water Sage.

As a Water Resource Specialist with WGM Group, Russ is part of the most

RESULT

qualified team of water rights experts in Montana. Historically, when
responding to specific water right inquiries, he would sometimes need to
say, “I need to look into it and get back to you” so he could take the time

What used to take hours of due
diligence now takes minutes.

to research and answer their question with certainty. But Water Sage
changed all that.
For example, he received a call from a client who was purchasing acreage
to add to his ranch. The client’s neighbor told him he owned water rights
associated with a diversion and ditch system that originated on his
property. The client called Russ to check and confirm this information.
Russ did a water rights and land parcel search by screen boundary,
identified the appropriate land parcels, points of diversion, sources, and
priority dates and provided this to the client while on the phone.

“

When clients call, they expect me to know in
depth answers to situations related to their
properties and their neighbors’ properties.
Water Sage allows me to quickly answer
someone’s question, allowing me to be the
expert they expect.

I keep Water Sage open on my desktop all day.
It’s a tool I use throughout the day to answer
questions, do quick visual searches and
quickly move on to other important matters.

– Russ Radliff, Water Resource
Specialist

”
For more information visit watersage.com or contact us
directly at info@watersage.com or (855) 556-8037.
Water Sage is currently available in California, Colorado, Montana, Texas and Wyoming with additional states coming soon.

